iq	T he    Social    Services
The dislocation associated with the-post-war fall in prices
(1920-34) increased the velocity of the movement generated
during the depression of forty years earlier. The increased
purchasing power of those engaged in sheltered trades was
offset by unemployment in the staple export industries on a
larger scale than previously. It became more clear than ever
before that a year's bad luck might easily wipe out the good
management of a lifetime and reduce thrifty and unthrifty
alike to dependence on public aid. Moreover, this second and
greater depression did what the first had not done: it made
a breach in the independence of a considerable section of
the middle-classes, and led to the adoption of a new economic
policy under which whole industries became dependent on
government aid in one form or another. For industries and for
families alike, for working class and middle class alike, it was
now only within state-defined limits that the old principle
now applied of 'paying one's way for one's self.' We still
washed our own faces: but we expected the state to make
sure that we had a chance of getting the wherewithal.
Finally the war of 1939-45, like its generation-earlier pre-
cursor, helped raise the wage-levels and the nutritional
standards of the ill-paid majority. It brought into being a
new kind of social or public service that did nothing directly
for individuals, yet steadied the prices paid by the * common
man' and helped increase real incomes, by public mass pro-
curement, subsidies for basic necessities, and production of
' utility' clothing, furnishings, and building materials.
Following as it did so close in the wake of Keynes's General
Principles of Employment, the war strengthened the feeling
that, in peacetime as in wartime, full employment might
perhaps be achieved by government-planned spending, pro-
vided that society should learn to attach more value to
spending than to saving. In this economics of welfare, a new
justification was found for social service outlay, both on the
transfer service^ that stabilize consumption through income
security, and on the community services that build towards
a healthy and educative social environment. Above all, as was

